FINANCIALS CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
FTOP <GO> – TOP Financial News
NI BNK <GO> – Banking News
TOP CRIS <GO> – European Debt Crisis News
FIRS <GO> – FIRST WORD Filter to Financials

BANKING INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
CRIS <GO> – European Debt Crisis Monitor
CMW EUI <GO> – Europe Interbank Liquidity
SOVM <GO> – Sovereign Bonds Monitor
DDIS <GO> – Debt Distribution
GCDS <GO> – Global CDS Monitor
SOVR <GO> – Sovereign CDS Monitor
BANK <GO> – Bank CDS Monitor
DEBT <GO> – Sovereign Debt Ownership

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA P GEO <GO> – Product Revenue Segmentation
FA BANK <GO> – Key Bank Fundamental Metrics
FA BASL <GO> – Key Bank Basel Ratios
EEO <GO> – Earnings Estimates
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
CAST <GO> – Capital Structure

CENTRAL BANKS PORTALS
ECB <GO> – European Central Bank
BOE <GO> – Bank of England
SNB <GO> – Swiss National Bank
PBOC <GO> – People’s Bank of China
BOJ <GO> – Bank of Japan
RBA <GO> – Reserve Bank of Australia

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI B ANKE <GO> – European Banks
BI BANKA <GO> – Asia and Pacific Banks
BI B ANKM <GO> – Middle East and Africa Banks
BI B ANKC <GO> – Emerging Europe Banks

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI B ANKE 1099 <GO> – Central Banks Operations
BI B ANKE COST <GO> – European Central Banks Balance Sheets
BI B ANKE INVENT <GO> – Monetary Financial Institutions’ Balance Sheets
BI B ANKE INDDD <GO> – Lending and Deposit by Country
BI B ANKE 1162 <GO> – EU Regional Banking Indicators
BI B ANKE 1114 <GO> – IMF Financial Stability Indicators
BI B ANKE 1096 <GO> – Banks’ Claims on GIIPS
BI B ANKE 1115 <GO> – Key Rates and Spreads
BI B ANKE ETF <GO> – TARGET2 Data
BI B ANKE NEWS1 <GO> – Bloomberg Industry Research
BI B ANKE SBKEYS <GO> – Key Bank Themes
BI B ANKA OTHRC <GO> – China’s Snapshot
BI B ANKA INDD <GO> – Key APAC Countries Banking Data
BI B ANKA MACD <GO> – Key Macro and Forecast Data
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